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The Month of Love
Sean Rheaume

February is the month of Love.  Love is a consumable product. 
Sometimes it feels like it just runs out.  Take time to jot down a few things
you love about your family.  Pray that the Lord would restore that love
and fall in love with your family again.  Don't forget our new Family
Newsletter www.jibcfamily.com.  If you have an article or post you would
like to submit to the website send it to me at
sean@jamesislandbaptist.com.  

UPCOMING EVENTS

The Month of Love

Awana Bible Quiz
On 2/08/14 at 10:00AM to 2/3/14 at 9:00PM
JIBC is hosting the area Awana Bible Quiz.  Come cheer our students on who have worked so hard to
memorize these scriptures.

Mancation
On 2/3/14 from 4:30PM to 9:00PM
If you have a son 13 or older I am taking a group of guys just north of Moncks Corner to a cabin for guy talk,
fun and lots of food.  Email sean@jamesislandbaptist.com for any questions.



Don’t Say Everything You Think
By Doug Fields

It’s not breaking news that some parents can be downright nasty to their children.
Parenting includes the responsibility to verbally reprimand kids. Sometimes,
something needs to be said. But how we as parents speak to our kids is important! 

No parent is above making occasional snarky remarks to their kids. I’ve done it.
You’ve done it. We all fall short. It’s just that some parents develop a pattern for
regularly criticizing their kids. Constant criticism from parents can do a lot of
long-term damage to a child’s self-image and the confidence they need to become
a functioning, responsible adult. A sharp remark or rebuke may feel good. It may
even succeed in delivering your point – in the short-term. But frankly, criticism is a
lousy long-term parenting strategy, and it will never deliver the positive results you
seek in your kids.

I have a quick wit and a propensity for sarcasm, and with this amazing combination
of skills, I create some really strong statements…that my kids never hear. Why?
Because over the years of being a parent, I’ve learned an important key to
successful communication and healthy relationships between parents and kids:
Don’t say everything you think, and think before you speak.

Of course, this is easier said than done. Still, practicing self-control in what you say
is an entirely biblical principle! “Watch your words and hold your tongue; you’ll
save yourself a lot of grief.” —Proverbs 21:23 [MSG]

A home filled with constant criticism is a breeding ground for rebellion and
negativity. So when your child has pushed your buttons and your emotions are
running hot, save the hurtful comment. Give yourself a timeout to cool off. Consider
the issue that needs to be addressed. Think about what you need to say before you
say it. Then, make an appropriate and constructive comment.

The bottom line is that when you make critical remarks to your kids, you don’t win!
You wound your kids and create relational distance between them and you. So do
yourself and your family a favor: Don’t say everything you think!

http://homeword.com


Pornography: The New Narcotic
By HomeWord.com

A recent report, The New Narcotic* by Morgan Bennett, published online by the
Witherspoon Institute highlights the dangerous and insidious nature of Internet
pornography within the culture your kids are growing up in.

Bennett writes that neurological research has revealed the effect of Internet pornography
on the human brain is just as potent—if not more so—than addictive chemical substances
such as cocaine or heroin. While no one disputes the dangers of addiction to hard drugs
like these, sadly little is said today about the addictive nature of pornography.

According to the report, the science behind pornography addiction explains that it operates
the same way as addiction to drugs. The parts of the brain that trigger a pleasure response
when drugs are ingested are also triggered when viewing pornography. Further, both for
repeated use of drugs and pornography, the brain becomes altered in ways that require
ongoing and increasing consumption to create the pleasure the user seeks.

Compounding the issue is the fact that the Internet functions much like a drug dealer in
delivering pornography to users. A fall 2013 report from Juniper Research, estimates that
by 2017, 250 million people will use mobile or tablet device to access pornography, up by
more than 30% on current usage. Online pornography providers are aware that
smartphones and tablets are key distribution channels and are focusing on optimizing
delivery of content to handheld devices.

Now What?
• Assume your teen will be exposed to online pornography (it’s likely he or she already
has.)
• Understand the difference between a teen that stumbles upon online pornography and a
teen that seeks it out. React appropriately based on behavior.
• Make discussing pornography a topic of discussion with your teens.
• Set clear expectations for online behavior regarding pornography.
• If your teen is regularly viewing pornography consider using an accountability tool such
as the ones found on xxxchurch.com.

*Source: The New Narcotic by Morgan Bennett, published online by the Witherspoon
Institute’s Public Discourse, October 19, 2013.
http://www.thepublicdiscourse.com/2013/10/10846/

http://homeword.com


Pass a Legacy of Faith to Your Kids
By HomeWord.com

The thought of passing on a legacy of faith from generation to generation sounds great, but
where does a parent begin? As a starting point, try thinking about the spiritual, relational,
physical, emotional, and mental characteristics of your life. Then, ask yourself what kind of
legacy do you want to leave with your children in these five areas of life? Following, you’ll
find some goals you might want to pursue. As you review them, feel free to add more
specific practical ideas of your own.

• Spiritual: To love and obey God, teach integrity, value involvement in a church, grow in
faith, learn and live by the Bible, develop a biblical worldview, be a disciple of Christ, serve
others.

• Relational: Times of fun and laughter, family bonding vacation times, recreation times
together, ability to resolve conflict with family member, listening skills, how to treat the
opposite sex, developing lasting friendships, investing in the lives of others.

• Physical: Eat healthy foods, manage stress, exercise, financial integrity and stewardship,
cleanliness and health issues, how to work hard, how to budget your financial resources.

• Emotional: Build healthy friendships, find times of rest and replenishment, build
confidence and a healthy self-image, build trust and unconditional love, develop character
traits such as discipline, perseverance, courage, and purity.

• Mental: Read good books, learn new skills, write and discuss ideas, discover how to think
critically, become skilled at planning, learn decision-making skills.

These are good starting points for identifying what you want to teach your children.
However, try hard not to overwhelm them or be overwhelmed yourself. Something is better
than nothing, and those who don’t aim at anything won’t find their way.

Remember that your words are important, but they can only go so far. So much of the work
of passing on a legacy of faith takes place when we model it ourselves and believe in our
children. To do that, we must make sure that we as parents are working on these same
issues within our own lives. It will take a plan, intentionality, and help from above. But I
believe you can lead the way for your children and make a generation difference for
lifetimes to come.

http://homeword.com


Does My Daughter Dress Slutty?
By Jonathan McKee

Most parents of teenage girls have one struggle in common: the consistent battle over wardrobe!
A mom recently shared with me the difficulty of monitoring her daughter’s wardrobe. She divulged, “We finally
decided, no Yoga pants out of the house.”

As the father of two daughters, I laughed. “I just had the yoga pants battle last week with my daughters. We
established, only if they were wearing a sweater that completely covered the butt. But then when they were
trying on sweaters, the argument was whether the butt was truly covered or not.”
She rolled her eyes. “We went through the same thing last Tuesday.”

Today it’s yoga pants; tomorrow it will be v-necks. The battles might look a little different, but it’s the same
war. The difficult part is discovering the balance between being over-protective and overly permissive. The goal
would be to create some realistic guardrails that equip our daughters to begin making these decisions for
themselves.

So what are fair and “realistic” wardrobe guardrails for our daughters? After all, any parent of a teenage girl
will attest, it’s difficult to shop for our girls today.

We have some good friends at our church who raised three amazing daughters, all gorgeous. Their mom
wasn’t overprotective with them in any way, but at the same time, taught them modesty. In the mornings, her
girls would often find themselves trying on an outfit and asking, “How’s this look?” or, “Is this too revealing?”
One of the phrases this mom would always use was, “Reach to the sky, then touch your toes. If anything
shows… it goes.” In short, if too much skin was exposed when they reached up or bent over… the outfit wasn’t
appropriate.

Her girls always dress fashionable, but modest. I asked their mom her trick. She simply replied, “We’ve
mastered the art of layering.” If a sweater’s v-neck is too low, then they add a cami or a tanktop. Skirt too
revealing? Add tights. Layering usually does the trick.
My wife Lori and I have definitely gleaned some wisdom from this family. But reaching for the sky and touching
your toes doesn’t cover everything. What about bathing suits in the summer time? What about leggings and
yoga pants? 

The appropriateness of bathing suits will always create an interesting discussion in Christian circles, and these
often vary by geography. People who grow up on a California or Florida beach have seen bikinis since the day
they were born. I’ve made it simple with my girls. They can wear bikinis with family and their girl friends. But
when their teenaged guy friends are around…it’s one-pieces or tankinis.
None of these rules are rules “just because I said so.” I regularly talk with my girls about how visually
stimulated guys are. I point out “sexualization” in the mall and in the media, using every opportunity to talk with
them about true beauty. Furthermore, I let them know that “sexy” is not bad. God made sexy, and someday
their husband is going to love their sexiness as well as many other qualities. But they don’t need to advertise
that to everyone right now.

The key to all of this is frequent conversations where parents have the opportunity to instill Biblical values.

http://www.jonathanmckeewrites.com


Smartphones for Kids?
By TheSource4Parents.com

“Do you know where your children are?”
If you’re my age, you probably remember that catchy slogan from the 80’s. I don’t think
I’ve heard that question in over a decade. Probably because parents have access to
handy little GPS locators in every one of their kid’s pockets!
They’re called “iPhones.”
The problem is, many parents are hesitant to by their 10-year-old an iPhone when they find
out exactly what young people are accessing with this little device. Other parents seem
quite oblivious to their kids’ risky behaviors with mobile devices… at least until they happen
to stumble upon their teen’s phone one day only to discover she wasn’t just playing angry
birds.
Don’t get me wrong. I’m not saying we should smash our kids’ phones. There are ways
to set realistic guardrails and equip them to make good decisions. But we also might just
want to think twice before buying our 5th grader a smartphone!
“So how young is too young to get a kid a smartphone?”
I hear that question after every one of my parent workshops from moms and dads who
would like the benefit of being able to call, text, or locate their kids, but are apprehensive
about many of the common dangers that are married to those features.
Innovative gadgets like the fresh new mobile device called FiLIP might be opening a new
landscape for parents.
The concept is simple. FiLIP is a wearable smart locator and phone for kids. It’s a
smartwatch with a GPS locator and the ability to call just a handful of people hand-selected
by their parents.
Forbes writer Tony Bradley calls it, “the smartphone for kids too young to have a
smartphone.”
With FiLIP, parents pre-program five phone numbers their child can call. FiLIP also has
texting, but not the way your teenager enjoys it. FiLIP features one-way texting from parent
to child. The FiLIP website claims, “There is plenty of time for texting when they are
teenagers.”
FiLIP features all kinds of nice safety features, including a big red button kids can push in
case of an emergency. (Can you say, false alarm?) But the feature parents might like the
most is the FCC certified antenna, the first wearable device to earn this government
certification.
It’s too early to tell if FiLIP uniquely will sell like ICEE’s in the Sahara, but the idea behind
the technology might just birth a unique panorama of technologies helping parents
communicate with their kids, without worrying about their 8-year-old watching Miley
swinging on a wrecking ball buck naked.
How young do you think is too young for a smartphone?

http://www.TheSource4Parents.com

